Feelings are Complicated: Affective Heterogeneity in Psychopathology

Qimin Liu

November 4th at 4:00pm in 206 Peabody Hall

This talk will discuss affective heterogeneity in the context of psychopathology and novel modeling. Qimin will introduce some of his research projects that examine how heterogeneous affect is: a) associated with both diagnoses and phenomenology of psychopathology, and b) can further uncover the course and the outcome of psychopathology. Through demonstrations of statistical model innovations, Qimin will discuss how complexity in affective disturbances can inform method development; method development, in turn, helps further elucidate heterogeneity in affective disturbances.

If you require special assistance relating to a disability, please contact 662.915.7383 or psych@olemiss.edu at least three days prior to the event.